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Know Before Even Entering the Room
Today’s increasingly busy obstetric departments operate with fewer 
staff members covering a higher workload, introducing the possibility of 
mismatching a newborn with his or her mother. The wireless Safe Place® 
Baby Check provides an added layer of protection against human error and 
a potential mismatch, reducing a hospital’s liability and giving patients added 
peace of mind.

Simple, Automatic Process Saves Time
Baby Check uses wall mounted transmitters and your existing Safe Place* 
transmitters to confirm the correct baby is presented to the right room and 
mother. Confirmation occurs before entering the room to help maintain the 
mother’s feeling of security and confidence.

nn A small transmitter is mounted outside the mother’s room that corresponds 
with the Safe Place transmitter already secured on her infant

nn When a baby is brought to the door within 15 inches, 
nurses press the check button; a green light flashes on 
the Baby Check transmitter to indicate a match

nn In the case of a mismatch, a red light will flash to notify the nurse

Integrates with Existing Safe Place System
With your existing Safe Place system, nurses are notified of a mismatch on a 
central computer station or other mobile notification devices and can respond 
quickly. Activities and Events are also recorded in software for automated 
reporting to help your hospital meet Joint Commission requirements.

*Compatible with Safe Place software versions 7 and higher.

nn Helps prevent accidental 
infant switching

nn Two-year battery life

nn Receive visual match alerts 
before reaching the mother

nn HIPAA-compliant, fulfills Joint 
Commission requirements

Baby CheckTM Matching Transmitter      

Since 1987, RF Technologies has designed 
and delivered customizable, wireless safety 
and security solutions for the healthcare 
market, leveraging radio frequency 
identification (RFID) and PinPoint® real-time 
locating system (RTLS) technologies.
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